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SECURE AND SUSTAINABLE
COCOA IN SIERRA
LEONE
Headquartered in Kenema at the heart of the
country’s growing region, we started buying
and trading cocoa from the local out -grower
community in 2009.

Since then we have been committed to
establishing a secure, sustainable and
socially responsible supply of premium
grade certified cocoa to the international
cocoa trade.

We have made significant investment in land
acquisition, state -of-the-art processing
facilities, local infrastructure development
and the farming expertise required to
vertically integrate our business

OUR PLANTATION
Our 3,200 hectare plantation, 35km south east
of Kenema on which we have built a 1.6 ha fully
irrigated nursery, houses and offices to grow
the highest quality cocoa.

WAREHOUSE AND LOGISTICS
Our first 2000 sq m warehouse with offices, driers
and workshops in Kenema with high performing
logistics operation enable us to efficiently buy,
process and trade large quantities of quality
cocoa.

FROM SUBSISTENCE
TO
AGRI-BUSINESS
We are an active, socially responsible
investor.
During the ebola crisis our warehouses
and vehicle fleets were used by the
International Red Cross. We distributed
over 7000 MT of food throughout the
eastern region with the WFP .
Our nursery can grow 500,000 plants to
assist farmers to grow quality cocoa as
part of our outreach scheme.
This brings us significant production
scale, provides valuable local
employment and gives the farmers the
best prices.

DIRECTLY WITH FARMERS

In 2015 we worked with 5000 farmers for
organic certification and exported our first
organic beans, bought directly from the
farmers.

BUILDING LASTING AGRI - BUSINESSES

By working hand in hand with the farmers we
can assist them to evolve into lasting agri businesses which will in turn underpin
sustainable economic growth .
Youth employment is also key, young
workers are given the opportunity and
incentive and a reason to remain in the
region.

TFL IS INVESTING IN AND DRIVING LONG TERM, SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH

ORGANIC IS A FAST
GROWING GLOBAL
OPPORTUNITY FOR SIERRA
LEONE
Organic cocoa is in high demand within a
fast growing world organics market.
In 2015 we registered and certified 5 000
farmers

for

organic

certification

and

exported our first organic beans, bought
directly from the farmers.
We regard this as a significant step as
Tropical Farms expands into the organic
market across a range of products including
coffee, pineapple, ginger and palm oil.

FROM BEAN TO BAR
From 'bean to bar', we make our
own Sierra Leone single origin
milk and dark chocolate bars,
Tropical Farms ‘Gola Valley’ bars.
These are presently being
manufactured in the UK, with the
next phase to set up a
production facility within Sierra
Leone for the domestic market
as well as for retail outlets in
Europe.
There is huge demand for a vast
range of products we can
produce and retail from organic
cocoa.

WARM AND
WELCOMING

FANTASTIC
OPPORTUNITY

Sierra Leone has a warm and
ver y welcoming government and
people,
tropical
climate,
available land, one the highest
rainfalls in the world and is only
six hours flying time from
Europe.

We
all
have
a
fantastic
opportunity to create a vibrant,
thriving, sustainable agricultural
economy that will ser ve Sierra
Leone for the next decade and
beyond.

THANK YOU!

